Date:

August 16, 2022

To:

Interested Person

From:

Arthur Graves, Land Use Services
503.865.6517 | Arthur.Graves@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 21-077605 DZM: EXTERIOR
ALTERATIONS
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Jonathan Dunn | Woodblock Architecture
827 SW 2nd Avenue #300 | Portland, OR 97204
503.953.3134 | jonathan@wblock.com

Owner:

Tr Southpark Square Corp
PO Box 847 | Carlsbad, CA 92018

Owner’s Agent:

Chad Gaither | Holland Partner Group
1111 Main St., Ste 700 | Vancouver, WA 98660
360.852.0772 | cgaither@hollandpartnergroup.com

Party of Interest:

Mike Coyle | Faster Permits
2000 SW 1st Ave Suite 420 | Portland, OR 97201

Site Address:

1525 SW PARK AVE

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

BLOCK 226 LOT 1-8, PORTLAND
R667724200
1S1E04AD 04200
3128

Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:

Portland Downtown, contact Wendy Rahm at wwrahm@aol.com
None
Neighbors West/Northwest, contact Darlene Urban Garrett at
darlene@nwnw.org

Plan District:
Zoning:
Case Type:

Central City (Plan District), West End (Sub-District)
RXd: Central Residential (RX) with a design (d) overlay
DZM: Design Review with Modifications
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Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Design
Commission.

Proposal:
The applicant seeks Design Review approval for the following alterations to the Southpark
Square building located in the West End Sub-District of the Central City Plan District:
•
•

•

•

Tower A: No alterations are proposed for this portion of the site.
Tower B:
o Reduction of two raised planters on the north elevation of the tower to
accommodate a larger and more accessible central plaza area.
o Removal of the existing canopy from the north elevation entrance to be replaced
with a new canopy and projecting signs (see sign comments below).
Plaza Area and Site:
o Remove and install new exterior sconce lighting around the building.
o Removal of existing brick entry fountain on the east frontage (due to
deterioration) to be replaced with a new concrete entry fountain of approximately
the same design, in the same location.
o Removal of existing freestanding wall and fountain from the central plaza area to
be replaced with a new central plaza design including tenant access only area,
awning structure, non-tenant travel through area, seating, and new raised
landscape planters.
o To install powder coated ACM panels on the surface of the two existing
vent/columns at the north-west and south-west corners of the site. New signs
are proposed for both.
Signs:
o All existing signs are proposed to be removed and nine new signs of varying size
are proposed around the site.

The proposal includes the following three Modification requests:
1. Sign Square Foot Allowance: (Title 32, Table 2): To exceed the “primary building wall”
sign square footage allowance. The sign package currently exceeds the total sign square
footage allowance, per the “primary building wall”. The total allowance for the site is
exceeded by approximately 1 square foot of signage.
2. Sign Location: (Section 32.32.030.F): To locate a “freestanding sign” on a frontage that is
not an “arterial street” per the Portland Zoning Code. The sign in question is proposed
to be located in the proposed fountain facing SW Park Avenue which is not an arterial
frontage.
3. Sign Location: (Section 32.32.030.F): To locate a “freestanding sign” not on a frontage
that is an “arterial street” per the Portland Zoning Code. The sign in question is
proposed to be located in the proposed courtyard plaza and not on an arterial frontage.
Per Zoning Code Section 33.420.041. Design Review is required since the proposal includes an
exterior alteration to existing development.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant approval criteria are:



Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines
33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity:
Constructed in 1988 the project site encompasses the full block from SW Market Street to SW
Clay Street to the north and from SW 10th Avenue to SW Park Avenue to the east. The site
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features two primarily residential towers with ground floor retail on both SW Park Ave and SW
10th Ave. Between the two towers, and the locations of both main tower entries, is a large
courtyard area providing east-west movement through the site. The courtyard area is also
programmed and activated with retail and office space.
Regarding area amenities, the site is within a five-minute walk (roughly a quarter mile) of
numerous commercial, retail and open space venues. The Portland Art Museum, Arlene
Schnitzer Concert Hall, Portland State University, Portland City Hall, as well as scores of local
shops, restaurants and cafes. The site also fronts the Midtown Park Blocks and is within a fiveminute walk of the Keller Fountain, both to the east.
Regarding transportation amenities, the site is well served by several alternatives. MAX Light
Rail lines are a few blocks east of the site on SW 6th and 5th Avenues. The Portland Streetcar
runs immediately adjacent to the site on both SW 10th Ave to the west and SW Market Street to
the south. Bus transit service is provided north of the site on SW Columbia St with the
following lines: 6, 38, 45, 55, 58, 68, 92, and 96. Designated City Bikeways surround the site
on SW Jefferson St to the north, SW Broadway to the east, SW Montgomery St to the south and
SW 12th Ave to the west. The site is also located within the Downtown Pedestrian District.
Zoning:
The Central Residential (RX) zone is a high-density multi-dwelling zone which allows the
highest density of dwelling units of the residential zones. Density is not regulated by a
maximum number of units per acre. Rather, the maximum size of buildings and intensity of
use are regulated by floor area ratio (FAR) limits and other site development standards.
Generally the density will be 100 or more units per acre. Allowed housing developments are
characterized by a very high percentage of building coverage. The major types of housing
development will be medium and high rise apartments and condominiums, often with allowed
retail, institutional, or other service oriented uses. Generally, RX zones will be located near the
center of the city where transit is readily available and where commercial and employment
opportunities are nearby. RX zones will usually be applied in combination with the Central City
plan district.
The Design overlay zone ensures that Portland is both a city designed for people and a city in
harmony with nature. The Design overlay zone supports the city’s evolution within current and
emerging centers of civic life. The overlay promotes design excellence in the built environment
through the application of additional design standards and design guidelines that:

Build on context by enhancing the distinctive physical, natural, historic and cultural
qualities of the location while accommodating growth and change;

Contribute to a public realm that encourages social interaction and fosters inclusivity in
people’s daily experience; and

Promotes quality and long-term resilience in the face of changing demographics, climate
and economy.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:
• LUR 66-001248 (Ref. File # CU 025-66: Design review for surface parking lot.
• LUR 66-001249 (Ref. File # CU 025-66: Design review for parking.
• LUR 66-004826 (Ref. File # DZ 5-66: Design review for surface parking lot.
• LUR 80-004521 (Ref. File # DZ 21-80: Design review for development of an 83-unit
condo building.
• LUR 84-002275 (Ref. File # CU 055-84: Design review for off-street parking and ground
level commercial space.
• LUR 85-004451 (Ref. File # DZ 170-85: Design review for residential development.
• LUR 86-000760 (Ref. File # CU 010-86: Design review for off-street parking.
• LUR 88-004857 (Ref. File # DZ 51-88: Design review for the installation of a satellite
dish.
• LUR 90-023635 (Ref. File # PC 5399C): Approval granting a revocable permit to City
Center Parking with conditions.
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LUR 15-106102: Design review approval for storefront alterations.
LU 19-140370 DZ: Design review approval for alterations to the courtyard and roof.
EA 21-047261 APPT: Early assistance appointment for proposed alterations to the site
and towers.

Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed June 13, 2022.
1. Fire Bureau: Dawn Krantz: June 05, 2022. (Exhibit E-1). With no concerns.
2. Bureau of Development Services Site Development: Jason Butler-Brown: June 22,
2022. (Exhibit E-2). With no concerns.
3. Bureau of Development Services Life Safety / Building Code Section: Sloan Shelton:
June 29, 2022. (Exhibit E-3). With the following comment:

Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on June 13,
2022. No written responses have been received from either the Neighborhood Association or
notified property owners in response to the proposal.
1. Bob Wright: Member of Land Use and Transportation Committee of the Portland
Downtown Neighborhood Association: June 21, 2022. With clarifying questions of the
project scope. (Exhibit E-1).

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
[1] Chapter 33.825 Design Review
Section 33.825.010 Purpose of Design Review
Design review implements the Design overlay zone, strengthening these areas as places
designed for people. Design review supports development that builds on context, contributes to
the public realm, and provides high quality and resilient buildings and public spaces.
Section 33.825.055 Design Review Approval Criteria
A design review application will be approved if the review body finds the applicant to have
shown that the proposal complies with the design guidelines for the area.
Findings: The site is designated with design overlay zoning (d), therefore the proposal
requires Design Review approval. Because of the site’s location, the applicable design
guidelines are the Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines.
Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines
These guidelines provide the constitutional framework for all design review areas in the Central
City.
The Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines focus on four general categories. (A) Portland
Personality, addresses design issues and elements that reinforce and enhance Portland’s
character. (B) Pedestrian Emphasis, addresses design issues and elements that contribute to
a successful pedestrian environment. (C) Project Design, addresses specific building
characteristics and their relationships to the public environment. (D) Special Areas, provides
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design guidelines for the four special areas of the Central City.
Central City Plan Design Goals
This set of goals are those developed to guide development throughout the Central City. They
apply within all of the Central City policy areas. The nine goals for design review within the
Central City are as follows:
1.
Encourage urban design excellence in the Central City;
2.
Integrate urban design and preservation of our heritage into the development process;
3.
Enhance the character of the Central City’s districts;
4.
Promote the development of diversity and areas of special character within the Central
City;
5.
Establish an urban design relationship between the Central City’s districts and the
Central City as a whole;
6.
Provide for a pleasant, rich and diverse pedestrian experience for pedestrians;
7.
Provide for the humanization of the Central City through promotion of the arts;
8.
Assist in creating a 24-hour Central City which is safe, humane and prosperous;
9.
Ensure that new development is at a human scale and that it relates to the scale and
desired character of its setting and the Central City as a whole.
Staff has considered all guidelines and has addressed only those guidelines considered
applicable to this project.
A1. Integrate the River. Orient architectural and landscape elements including, but not
limited to, lobbies, entries, balconies, terraces, and outdoor areas to the Willamette River and
greenway. Develop accessways for pedestrians that provide connections to the Willamette River
and greenway.
Findings: The site is approximately ten blocks west of the Willamette River which is not
visible from the plaza or areas being impacted with the proposed design alterations. In
addition, the orientation of the existing plaza and towers is not being altered.
Therefore, this guideline does not apply.
A2. Emphasize Portland Themes. When provided, integrate Portland-related themes with
the development’s overall design concept.
Findings: This proposal is not removing any Portland-related thematic features on site.
This proposal maintains key Portland-related thematic features on site including the
brick mural along the north elevation adjacent to the sidewalk, and the large fountain on
the east frontage which is integrated within the steps to the plaza entrance. Alterations to
the fountain proposed within this Decision do not reduce the size, location, or design of
the fountain.
Therefore, this has been met.
A3. Respect the Portland Block Structures. Maintain and extend the traditional 200-foot
block pattern to preserve the Central City’s ratio of open space to built space. Where
superblock exist, locate public and/or private rights-of-way in a manner that reflects the 200foot block pattern, and include landscaping and seating to enhance the pedestrian
environment.
Findings: The proposal does not expand the building or site, both of which maintain and
respect the Portland Block Structure.
Therefore, this guideline does not apply.
A7. Establish and Maintain a Sense of Urban Enclosure. Define public rights-of-way by
creating and maintaining a sense of urban enclosure.
Findings: The urban edge of the site will continue to be maintained. The addition of metal
cladding to the ventilation columns at the northwest and southwest corners of the site as
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well as the renovation of the fountain on the east elevation (from brick to board formed
concrete) will reinforce existing building features to continue to provide a sense of urban
enclosure.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
A8. Contribute to a Vibrant Streetscape. Integrate building setbacks with adjacent
sidewalks to increase the space for potential public use. Develop visual and physical
connections into buildings’ active interior spaces from adjacent sidewalks. Use architectural
elements such as atriums, grand entries and large ground-level windows to reveal important
interior spaces and activities.
B4. Provide Stopping and Viewing Places. Provide safe, comfortable places where people
can stop, view, socialize and rest. Ensure that these places do not conflict with other sidewalk
uses.
Findings A8 and B4: Proposed alterations to the entrance fountain on the east elevation
renovates the fountain, which is failing due to deterioration, in the same location and in
essentially the same design as existing. Alterations include removing existing brick and
rebuilding the fountain with a board formed finish while integrating landscape planters
within the design. Collectively, the revised design will continue to provide a strong visual
feature to the building along the east elevation which also contributes positively to the
adjacent streetscape.
Therefore, these guidelines have been met.
B2. Protect the Pedestrian. Protect the pedestrian environment from vehicular movement.
Develop integrated identification, sign, and sidewalk-oriented night-lighting systems that offer
safety, interest, and diversity to the pedestrian. Incorporate building equipment, mechanical
exhaust routing systems, and/or service areas in a manner that does not detract from the
pedestrian environment.
Findings: Existing below grade parking ventilation columns at the northwest and
southwest corners of the building are proposed to be clad in dark metal panel which will
enhance the corners as points of entry while continuing to obscure their purpose.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
B5. Make Plazas, Parks and Open Space Successful. Orient building elements such as
main entries, lobbies, windows, and balconies to face public parks, plazas, and open spaces.
Where provided, integrate water features and/or public art to enhance the public open space.
Develop locally oriented pocket parks that incorporate amenities for nearby patrons.
Findings: The orientation of entrances, storefront systems, and windows will not be
changed. Alterations to the central plaza organize the space with a gated area for
residents and a revised passthrough area for non-residents. The gated residential area
includes new seating, landscape areas, and awning structure all enclosed in an area with
restricted access. The proposed interior fence defining the residential area is 7’-6” in
height and constructed with black metal finish steel and horizontally set 4” wood accent
boards. The proposed non-residential accessway continues to provide access into and
across the site from the east frontage through to the southwest corner. To ensure clear
sight lines and additional access, existing raised planters along the south portion of the
plaza area are proposed to be partially reduced. New raised planters and seating are
provided within this area of the plaza as well.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
B6. Develop Weather Protection. Develop integrated weather protection systems at the
sidewalk-level of buildings to mitigate the effects of rain, wind, glare, shadow, reflection, and
sunlight on the pedestrian environment.
Findings: Existing weather protection on site will not be diminished. Weather protection
is provided by both of the new plaza entrance canopies which each project 5-feet out from
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the associated entrance.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
A6. Reuse/Rehabilitate/Restore Buildings. Where practical, reuse, rehabilitate, and restore
buildings and/or building elements.
C2. Promote Quality and Permanence in Development. Use design principles and building
materials that promote quality and permanence.
C3. Respect Architectural Integrity. Respect the original character of an existing building
when modifying its exterior. Develop vertical and horizontal additions that are compatible with
the existing building, to enhance the overall proposal’s architectural integrity.
C4. Complement the Context of Existing Buildings. Complement the context of existing
buildings by using and adding to the local design vocabulary.
C5. Design for Coherency. Integrate the different building and design elements including,
but not limited to, construction materials, roofs, entrances, as well as window, door, sign, and
lighting systems, to achieve a coherent composition.
Findings for A6, C2, C3, C4, and C5: Proposed alterations are intended to modernize
the aesthetic of this older building by: integrating new consistent signage around the
building; revising plaza entries with new projecting metal canopies; revising plaza layout
and amenities within resident and non-resident areas, the integration of new minor
features such as sconce lighting within the plaza and at the northwest and southwest
corners of the site, and the renovation of the deteriorating fountain at the east elevation.
While the proposed minor alterations to the building and site introduce two new
materials, dark metal and board formed concrete, to the limited material palette (red
brick), the integration of the new features is consistent and cohesive with existing
architecture and clearly implemented as a secondary or accent material. New amenities
(signage, canopies, sconce lighting, interior plaza fence, and ventilation columns at the
northwest and southwest corners of the building) provide continuity to the design with
the use of similar metal with powder coated dark finish. Dark metal canopies are similar
in construction and align with existing brick first floor datum. Similarly, signage, also in
dark metal, is consistent in design, font, and size across the site. Board formed concrete
is utilized as the dominant material in the renovation of the east elevation fountain as
well as in the seat walls and planters within the plaza.
Collectively, the proposed alterations introduce two new quality materials modestly to the
site without significant affect to the existing brick which is the dominant material for the
building, site, and surrounding area architectural context.
Therefore, these guidelines have been met.
C6. Develop Transitions between Buildings and Public Spaces. Develop transitions
between private development and public open space. Use site design features such as
movement zones, landscape element, gathering places, and seating opportunities to develop
transition areas where private development directly abuts a dedicated public open space.
Findings: The existing fountain on the east elevation of the building will be renovated due
to deterioration. The new fountain will be board-formed concrete rather than the current
brick and will include integrated landscape planters and signage. The location, size, and
general design of the proposed fountain will not be altered from existing to ensure the
graceful transition from the sidewalk to the building and plaza is maintained.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
C7. Design Corners that Build Active Intersections. Use design elements including, but
not limited to, varying building heights, changes in façade plane, large windows, awnings,
canopies, marquees, signs and pedestrian entrances to highlight building corners. Locate
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flexible sidewalk-level retail opportunities at building corners. Locate stairs, elevators, and
other upper floor building access points toward the middle of the block.
Findings: Existing ventilation columns (for the below grade parking) located at the
northwest and southwest corners of the building will be clad in powder coated ACM panel
with integrated signage that is consistent with proposed signage on site. The proposed
alterations to the columns provides increased visibility, activity, and wayfinding into the
building and site.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
C12. Integrate Exterior Lighting. Integrate exterior lighting and its staging or structural
components with the building’s overall design concept. Use exterior lighting to highlight the
building’s architecture, being sensitive to its impacts on the skyline at night.
Findings: Proposed lighting is limited to new exterior sconces within the plaza and
adjacent pathway, as well as the new ACM clad ventilation columns located at the
northwest and southwest corners of the building. Sconce lighting is provided
predominantly for increased visibility and wayfinding, primarily within the plaza. Lighting
will not project above the ground floor of the building so as not to impact the skyline at
night.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
C13. Integrate Signs. Integrate signs and their associated structural components with the
building’s overall design concept. Size, place, design, and light signs to not dominate the
skyline. Signs should have only a minimal presence in the Portland skyline.
Findings: The proposed signage for the site includes ten new signs located around the
perimeter and within the central courtyard plaza. Existing signs are to be removed except
for a 9 square foot tenant sign on the east elevation and a 5 square foot tenant sign on
the west elevation. All new signs are located at the ground floor level and are internally
illuminated but due to their location do not impact the Portland skyline. Proposed wall
signs are made of dark metal material (approximately 2-inch thick aluminum with black
painted finish) which is consistent with the dark metal proposed for the new canopies at
two plaza entrances and with the reclad ventilation columns located at the northwest and
southwest corners of the site. The proposed freestanding sign located in the plaza is a 6inch deep cabinet also constructed of aluminum with black painted finish. Signs are
consistent in design and font and are uniformly integrated with the architecture of the
building and site: similarly sized signs are located on the ventilation columns at the
northwest and southwest corners of the site, and on both sides of the renovated fountain
on the east elevation; the sign located within the fountain is integrated behind the water
curtain as a secondary feature of the entrance fountain; signs located within one of the
canopies off the plaza are consistent with other signs while providing wayfinding to the
leasing office for the site.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
D1. Park Blocks. Orient building entrances, lobbies, balconies, terraces, windows, and active
use areas to the Park Blocks. In the South Park Blocks, strengthen the area’s emphasis on
history, education, and the arts by integrating special building elements, such as water
features or public art. In the Midtown Park Blocks, strengthen the connection between the
North and South Park Blocks by using a related system of right-of-way elements, materials,
and patterns. In the North Park Blocks, strengthen the area’s role as a binding element
between New China/Japantown and the Pearl District.
Findings: This proposal does not alter the site’s orientation to the adjacent South Park
Blocks. The existing fountain/water feature on the east frontage (facing the South Park
Blocks) is proposed to be removed and replaced due to deterioration but will be replaced
with a new concrete fountain matching existing in design, location, and size.
Therefore, this guideline has been met.
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[2] 33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements:
The review body may consider modification of site-related development standards, including
the sign standards of Chapters 32.32 and 32.34 of the Sign Code, as part of the design review
process. The review body may not consider modifications to standards for which adjustments
are prohibited. Modifications are done as part of design review and are not required to go
through the adjustment process. Adjustments to use-related development standards (such as
floor area ratios, intensity of use, size of the use, number of units, or other standards that are
calculated based upon the size or intensity of the use such as the quantity of parking and
loading spaces) are required to go through the adjustment process. Modifications that are
denied through design review may be requested as an adjustment through the adjustment
process. The review body will approve requested modifications if it finds that the applicant has
shown that the following approval criteria are met:
A.
B.
C.

Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose of
the standard for which a modification is requested.
Mitigation of impacts. Any impacts resulting from the modifications are mitigated to the
extent practical.

Modification #1: Sign Square Foot Allowance: (Title 32, Table 2): To exceed the “primary
building wall” sign square footage allowance. The sign package currently exceeds the total sign
square footage allowance, per the “primary building wall”. The total allowance for the site is
exceeded by approximately one square foot of signage.
Findings: Existing signs are to be removed except for a 9 square foot tenant sign on the
east elevation and a 5 square foot tenant sign on the west elevation. All proposed signs
located around the full block site are at the ground floor of the building and will have no
adverse effect on the Portland skyline, better meeting Central City Fundamental Design
Guideline C-13. Proposed signs are consistent in font and material (aluminum cabinets
with black painted finish) on all elevations for uniform wayfinding.
The primary building wall (PBW) allowance for the full block site includes the north
elevation of the building (adjacent to SW Clay St) not including the retail frontages at the
northeast corner of the building, for a total of 165’-9 1/8”. The proposed request to
exceed the PBW allowance by approximately one square foot of signage does not result in
proposed signs out of proportion with the building or site. Proposed signs are modest,
consistent, and located around the building at the ground floor for clear wayfinding for
pedestrian approaching the site from all directions, better meeting Central City
Fundamental Design Guidelines A-8 and C-6.
Therefore, these criteria are met.
Modification #2: (Section 32.32.030.F): To locate a “freestanding sign” on a frontage that is
not an “arterial street” per the Portland Zoning Code. The sign in question is proposed to be
located in the proposed fountain facing SW Park Avenue which is not an arterial frontage.
Findings: As mentioned previously all proposed signs located around the full block site
are at the ground floor of the building and will have no adverse effect on the Portland
skyline, better meeting Central City Fundamental Design Guideline C-13.. Proposed signs
are consistent in font and material (aluminum cabinets with black painted finish) on all
elevations for uniform wayfinding. The proposed freestanding sign is integrated with the
renovated fountain on the east elevation, and at a primary entrance to the site, provides
wayfinding that is currently absent on this elevation.
Although SW Park St. is not an arterial it is heavily accessed by vehicles, bicycles, and
pedestrians. This frontage also includes a significant entrance point to the site at the
middle of the block on the east elevation. In addition, the proposed sign is modest in size
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(at 26.57 square feet) and integrated within the renovated fountain (to be located behind
the curtain of water produced by the fountain), so it is not a stand-alone freestanding
sign but a secondary component of a larger landscape and fountain feature marking
entrance to the site, better meeting Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines A-8 and
C-6.
Therefore, these criteria are met.
Modification #3: (Section 32.32.030.F): To locate a “freestanding sign” not on a frontage that
is an “arterial street” per the Portland Zoning Code. The sign in question is proposed to be
located in the proposed courtyard plaza and not on an arterial frontage.
Findings: This proposed freestanding sign is integrated within proposed raised
landscaped beds and seat walls in the renovated central plaza. The sign is intended to
provide clear wayfinding at the ground floor level for pedestrians entering the site from
the southwest corner. As mentioned previously, all proposed signs located around the full
block site are at the ground floor of the building and will have no adverse effect on the
Portland skyline, better meeting Central City Fundamental Design Guideline C-13.
Proposed signs are consistent in font and material (aluminum cabinets with black painted
finish) on all elevations for uniform wayfinding.
The proposed freestanding sign is modest in size (20 square feet) for the full block site
and is fully integrated within proposed plaza amenities. The sign is not simply a standalone monument but is a secondary component within the proposed gated structure
including a raised landscape planter and seat wall, better meeting Central City
Fundamental Design Guidelines A-8 and C-6.
Therefore, these criteria are met.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed exterior alterations to the mixed-use building in the West End subarea of the
Central City Plan District maintains the architectural integrity of the building while providing
additional use and amenities to the site and surrounding area.
The design review process exists to promote the conservation, enhancement, and continued
vitality of areas of the City with special scenic, architectural, or cultural value. As indicated in
detail in the findings above, the proposal meets the applicable design guidelines and therefore
warrants approval.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of exterior alterations including plaza alterations, east elevation fountain renovation,
new signage package, and plaza entrance canopies, to the site within the West End subarea of
the Central City Plan District.
Approval, per the approved site plans, Exhibits C-1 through C-18, signed and dated August 11,
2022, subject to the following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B through C) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included as
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a sheet in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears must
be labeled "ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU 21-077605 DZM." All requirements
must be graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other required plan and
must be labeled "REQUIRED."
B. At the time of building permit submittal, a signed Certificate of Compliance form
(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/623658) must be submitted to ensure the
permit plans comply with the Design/Historic Resource Review decision and approved
exhibits.
C. NO FIELD CHANGES ALLOWED.
Staff Planner: Arthur Graves
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on August 11, 2022.
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: August 16, 2022.
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may
be required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on August
16, 2021, and was determined to be complete on February 10, 2022.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore, this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on August 16, 2021.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant requested that
the 120-day review period be extended by 245 days, as stated with Exhibit A-5. Unless further
extended by the applicant, the 120 days will expire on: February 10, 2023.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
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use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Design Commission, and if
appealed a hearing will be held. The appeal application form can be accessed at
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/45477. Appeals must be received by 4:30 PM on
August 30, 2022. The completed appeal application form must be emailed to
LandUseIntake@portlandoregon.gov and to the planner listed on the first page of this
decision. If you do not have access to e-mail, please telephone the planner listed on the front
page of this notice about submitting the appeal application. An appeal fee of $250 will be
charged. Once the completed appeal application form is received, Bureau of Development
Services staff will contact you regarding paying the appeal fee. The appeal fee will be refunded
if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for Office of Community and Civic Life recognized
organizations for the appeal of Type II and IIx decisions on property within the organization’s
boundaries. The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Please
contact the planner listed on the front page of this decision for assistance in filing the appeal
and information on fee waivers. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
If you are interested in viewing information in this file, please contact the planner listed on the
front of this notice. The planner can email you documents from the file. A fee would be
required for all requests for paper copies of file documents. Additional information about the
City of Portland, and city bureaus is available online at https://www.portland.gov. A digital
copy of the Portland Zoning Code is available online at
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/zoningcode.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Design Commission is final;
any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within 21
days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact
LUBA at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265
for further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on
that issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Design
Commission an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that
issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
• Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded after August 31, 2022 by the Bureau
of Development Services.
The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
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Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
•
•
•
•

All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Submittal
1. Initial Submittal: 08.16.2021
2. Revised Drawings: 01.03.2022
3. Revised Drawings: 01.27.2022
4. Revised Drawings: 02.07.2022
5. Waiver Extension: 02.10.2022
6. Revised Drawings: 03.22.2022
7. Revised Drawings: 04.21.2022
8. Revised Drawings: 05.19.2022
9. Revised Drawings: 06.09.2022
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan
(attached)
2. Enlarged Courtyard Plan
3. Elevations: North and East (attached)
4. Elevations: South and West (attached)
5. Elevations: Courtyard
6. Elevations: Courtyard
7. Elevations: Courtyard
8. Fountain – East Elevation
9. Fountain – East Elevation
10. Fountain – East Elevation
11. Entry Canopy for Leasing Office
12. Entry Canopy for Leasing Office
13. Entry Canopy for Commercial Tenant
14. Entry Canopy for Commercial Tenant
15. Courtyard Gate
16. Courtyard Sign
17. Ventilation Column Signage
18. Signage Package
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1. Fire Bureau: Dawn Krantz: June 05, 2022.
2. Bureau of Development Services Site Development: Jason Butler-Brown: June 22,
2022.
3. Bureau of Development Services Life Safety / Building Code Section: Sloan Shelton:
June 29, 2021.
F. Correspondence:
1. Bob Wright: Member of Land Use and Transportation Committee of the Portland
Downtown Neighborhood Association: June 21, 2022.
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application
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2. Incomplete Letter: September 15, 2021
The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

